Richco is pleased to announce the addition of the HTE series. This addition complements Richco’s extensive line of cable ties. The hanking cable tie series provides excellent retention for managing and securing cable bundles. The tie is beaded along its length and is installed by threading the beaded length through the first hole, two beads are securely locked into place by hand, and the remainder of the tie is passed through the last hole for extra cable security. The added advantage of the HTE is that the installation process can be reversed making the tie totally reusable, ideal for tidying power cables on appliances or for additional cable to be installed in your application. The HTE is manufactured in a specially formulated Polyethylene material that enables the tie to have a degree of elasticity, which prevents the scratching of cable bundles. To review our other cable ties and cable management products, please refer to the Richco Full Line Catalog #26.

**Features:**
- Releasable
- Reusable

**Benefits:**
- Quick and easy to install
- Ball and socket fix gives high retention
- Prevents cable imprint and scratching
- Accepts a range of cable diameters

**Target Markets:**
- Brown Goods- Consumer Electronics
- White Goods- Appliances
- General Electronic Applications

---

For Free Samples or Literature Please Call US Headquarters 800-621-1892
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